s

Material

An empty bottle, jar or can
Bamboo sticks
Moss, grass, leaves, sticks and bark (whatever
you can find outside)
Twine for if you choose to hang it

Guide
Find a vessel from your recycling such as an empty bottle, can or jar. If
you are using a plastic bottle you will need to cut off the top quarter to
open the bottle as much as possible. Don’t use a knife to do this unless you
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have a craft knife you are confident using, never use a kitchen knife
because they can slip very easily on plastic leading to cut fingers!
Fill the empty vessel with the cut off bamboo sticks and anything else you
can find outdoors such as cones, moss, leaves and sticks. Use grass, moss
and leaves to fill in the nooks and cranny’s this will make a perfect home
for bugs like ladybirds, woodlouse, beetles and even solitary bumble bees!
Where to put your bug house?

Plastic bottle cutting guide

You can use the twine to hang your bug house from a tree, drain pipe or
railing if you like. You can also leave it on the ground outside, on a
window sill or tucked inside a bush. Have a look outdoors around your home
and see if you can find a safe place to pop down your bug house.

We would recommend flattening the middle of the bottle
so both sides are touching and to use scissors to cut a slit
into the plastic to get you started. Don’t stab the
scissors into the bottle, it won’t create a hole and you
can slip and hurt your fingers.

Befriending Crows
Crows are very
intellegent birds and can learn to
recognise humans they like and dislike

The most common crow
found in the UK is called the
carrion crow
The average life
span of the carrion crow is 4
years

Crows usually live alone or in
pairs but can also be found in
flocks called ‘murders’
Seaton Park has a large
‘murder’ of crows living in it

Feed the crows at
a similar time once a week so
they know when to expect
you

The way to a
crows heart is through food

Wear the same
coat or similar clothing so
they can easily recognise
you

Healthy things
to feed crows are dry porridge
oats and boiled eggs with
the shell on

Be careful
to not over feed the
crows as this can make
them sick
It will
take time for the
crows to trust
you

If you are very
lucky the crows may begin to
leave you gifts in return for
feeding them
They may drop
beads, colouful plastic,
shiny foil or coins they
have found

Once you
have thrown food to
the crows retreat to a
comfortable distance to
allow them to eat

As with all nature be
respectful of the crows and
keep your distance when
feeding and befriending them

Materials
Cress Seeds
Cotton Wool
Kitchen Roll
Decorations – ( Googley eyes,
feathers, Pom poms, pipe cleaners,
any other craft materials of your
choice. )
Tape
Tin Foil/ Cling Film ( optional)
Cress Head Pot ( old yogurt pot,
egg shell, toilet roll tube, whatever
you like!)

Instructions
1. To start with find yourself something you can make
your cress head pot out of!
You can get super creative with what you choose, but
here are a few suggestions if you are stuck: An old
yogurt pot, an egg shell or a toilet roll tube. Or make
something else?
2. Decorate however you like using the materials in
the pack. (Eyes, feathers, Pom poms, pipe cleaners etc)
3. If you have chosen to make your Cress Head out
of something paper or not waterproof (like a toilet roll
tube) - line the inside of it with tin foil/ cling film.
4. Place folded up kitchen roll at the bottom of your
Cress Head Pot (inside the tin foil or cling film if you
have used any.)
5. Rip up the cotton wool so it is fluffy and fill your
pot to the top.

This example uses soil
but you can use cotton
wool or toilet roll

6.

Sprinkle cress seeds on top.

7. Place in a sunny spot in your home. Water daily
with a small amount of water.
8.

Watch it grow!
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Blind

Self
Portraite

This is a great activity to do to have fun with drawing and you
don’t need to be good at drawing to do it
For this activity you will draw a very quick self-portrait in only 60
seconds with the added challenge of not looking down at your paper
while you do it
The idea is to sit looking into a mirror or phone camera focusing
only on your face. You are not to look at the paper, your hand or
the pen or pencil as you draw. This forces you to guess where to put
your eyes, nose, hair, mouth, teeth, eyelashes and everything else
that makes up your face usually with very funny results!
You can also do this with a friend but instead of drawing your own
face you can both spend 60 seconds trying to draw each other’s’
faces without looking down at the paper

How

To

Guide

Take out a pen or a pencil and get ready to draw a self portrait
Set a timer on your phone for 60 seconds
Using a mirror or the camera on your phone look at your face and
begin to draw your facial features without looking down at the
paper as you draw
Once the timer ends you can look at your drawing and enjoy a very
unique self-portrait! You can do this as many times as you like with
different bits of paper, each result will be different but just as
funny every time

CLAY IMPRESSIONS

Materials
air drying clay
cling film or zip lock bag
butter knife or old plastic loyalty card
scissors
old recycled packaging
plastic bag
paint
paintbrush
cup
PVA glue

You can have a look online for inspiration

•When you get your clay, it is a good idea to only take what you need and keep the
rest covered tightly with cling film or a zip lock bag. (store in a cool, dark place)
•Take a flat edged tool like a butter knife or an old plastic loyalty card.
•To make a tool you can use scissors to cut a long straight piece of plastic packaging
be sure to wrap tape around it to hide any sharp edges.

•Cut a piece of clay big enough to be flattened out by hand keeping the thickness to
just thinner than an average slice of bread all round
•You can use clingfilm to put the clay on to and while flattening out then the clay can
be moved and carried easier, until it dries out some more, it will be sticky at first.
•Leave the tile sitting out on a table to become drier, turning over to expose each side
this will take 2-4 hours.

•I have prepared a carry box to put my clay tile in to for taking with me.
•Although not essential it could be better if outdoors on a walk in-case you see
something interesting or have found previously on your walks.
•You can recycle any shape of packaging you have to hand as long as it holds its
shape reasonably well, is the rough shape / size of your tile and is cleaned out

•Place the now drier tile into the box so that any cling film is at the bottom
side leaving the top surface exposed to take this impression / shape of your choice.

•Next find a comfortable place to take the impression. Place the clay on to the surface you have chosen
and press down with the flat of your hand, so the pressure is spread equally over the back of the tile.
•If you are taking an impression of a plant or something delicate, then place it on top of the exposed
surface until you are happy.
•Then use something flat or smooth to trace over or press in the shape until it becomes level with the
rest of the clay surface.
•Below I have used the lid of the box I have recycled to close down on top of the plant to press into my
clay tile.

•You can scratch the name of the plant you have captured if you know it or even
scratch in the location and the date if it is important, this could be a present for
someone so be sure to put your own initials in to the back somewhere if it is.

•To remove or separate your clay from the object or texture, carefully and slowly
peel from one side to the other gradually working each edge of the clay free.

•Take the tile back to a flat, dry and clean surface to dry out, wrapped very loosely
inside in a plastic bag, cut a few holes in the bag for air to dry the clay gradually to
avoid cracking.
•This should take 24-48 hours to dry out ready to be painted with acrylic paint and
sealed with PVA glue.

•I have used a thinner mix of dark green paint by adding water and a thin brush to
spill colour into the detail of the plants stems and the veins of the leaves to catch or
keep the detail. This can disappear if you paint it all one colour at first. You can
instead work in layers starting with the shapes you like best.

If you don’t have a thin brush you can use other things like a tissue twisted tightly
to give you a thin end or an ear cleaner etc.

•For painting the rest of the tile or the edges you can place your tile on top of
something smaller than the tile as a stand which is steady. I have used a yogurt pot
here to paint a lighter and thicker green to contrast with the darker thinner green
around the plant impression, so I don’t have to hold it and to avoid any sticking to
the table.

•Once dry you can paint the back of the tile (I have not painted the back of my own)
and leave this to dry before sealing with a mix of PVA glue and water mixed in equal
parts water and PVA.

•Use the stand to cover both sides hands free between drying.

This is a good activity to take away with you somewhere and bring back home to work
on gradually and take some time over.

Depending on what you make it could be a meaningful gift for someone or for you to
keep as a memory or something decorative to keep. You can take an impression of
anything with a textured or uneven surface shape.

David’s
Drawings
David works at Peacock Visual Arts
and has created beautiful screen
prints of landscapes, roads and
nature in the workshop there.

We have removed
all of the
origonal colour
to David’s
artworks so you
can colour them
in.
David McCracken was
inspired by
'painting by
numbers' pictures
that he collected
from charity shops.
He was attracted by
the 60s and 70s feel
of the painting kits
- the taste for
bland Americana* and
he tried to recreate
this in his own
work.
*Americana means
things associated
with America,
particulalry the
United States

This artwork
is called
‘Sometimes’
and has had
all of the
colour
removed so
you can
colour it in

This artwork
is called
‘Abroad’ and
has had all
of the
colour
removed so
you can
colour it in

